WEDDINGS!

The towering edible work of art
Fancy dress
Gets in your hair and clothes
Lift for kissing
Wedding couple has the first one
More than you'll ever get on a birthday
Prefer live over recorded
The best man's dedication
So you can watch it all later
Hard to stay within
Common reception food presentation
Traditional wedding location
Gives the bride away
Bridal legwear
Traditional groom's suit
Choose carefully, throw later
Rings are presented on __
The official part of the wedding
Alternate wedding location
Notes of appreciation
Toasting beverage of choice
The vacation afterwards
Modern wedding chariot
The best kind of cameras to provide
The pre-wedding period
Drops the petals to walk on
Bride's best lady
Patience behind the camera

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

[Boxed letters]

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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